Class Nite Plays
To Be Performed
On Lamport Stage

The 1948 Class Nite will be held on April 4 in the Nathan Lamport Auditorium, Philip Zimmerman. Class of 1948.

The event, the first college production to be shown in the Auditorium, will be held in the second semester, will end late in April. The event will be held in the College of the College that class lines have been crossed in the casting of the plays. originated as being presented at an earlier date, the affair was postponed due to the Inter- vention of the Purim hold.

Four different plays will be presented on the bill, representing the efforts of each class. The senior play, entitled "Napoleon and the Rabbi," was written by Philip Zimmerman. The Freshman play is directed by Alvin Marcovitz, and all the plays are being directed by their respective playwrights.

Mike Korhman is co-chairman of the senior committee.

Last year's Class Nite competition was won by the class of '48 which presented a musical comedy entitled, "Pirates of the Caribbean."

Cheese Team Draws
With B. C. Sextet

In the first round for the City Championship, played on March 21, the cheese and sardine ball, Yeshiva College drew with the Brooklyn College six. Harry Yentnih of the cheese, defeated Neal Baks in sixty moves while Ethel Eisenberg defeated Joe Altman of the Brooklyn club in fifty-seven moves.

A cheese club game of '46 drew with Herbert Kinneke, and Arthur Silver $3 split his points with Morris Berkson of Schor '46 and Bernie Koenigsen '52, playing for the blue and white, lost the match after the best attended match in the history of the club, with the games of Yentnih and drawing especially large galleries.

In a tandem exhibition match held on Thursday, March 5, Yentnih and Zimmerman won 14 games, drew one, and lost four, playing against high school players.

Skit Spotlighted At
T. I. Purim Chagiga

The annual Purim Chagiga of the Student Council was held Tuesday evening, March 25, at 10:30 A.M. in Kite Hall. The event, sponsored by the Student Council and the senior class as well as many members of the faculty, participated in the activities. The skit was the original play, satirizing a typical faculty meeting. In the Hebrew last name in the history of the College, contributed several comic songs about T. I. to the tunes of a number of popular Hebrew songs.

Yeshiva University
Acquires New Lots
Through Donations

Acquisition by Yeshiva Uni- versity of two additional parcels of property is the immediate vixinity of its main building was announced by Dr. Samuel Belkin, the President. The move is to enable the University to carry out its $75,000,000 academic and physical expansion program.

Dr. Belkin declared that in view of the prohibitive cost of construction at this time and the University's unwillingness to request the present tenants residing on one of the sites to vacate in light of the existing shortage, plans for the new sites will be held in abeyance until such time as conditions improve.

The two sites were described as follows: (1) the gristmill corner of the Tremont and the University's unwillingness to request the present tenants residing on one of the sites to vacate in light of the existing shortage, plans for the new sites will be held in abeyance until such time as conditions improve.

The sites described were as follows: (1) the gristmill corner of the Tremont and the University's unwillingness to request the present tenants residing on one of the sites to vacate in light of the existing shortage, plans for the new sites will be held in abeyance until such time as conditions improve.

Senior Debaters
Out-talk Juniors

The Spring '48 intramural debating tournament began officially on Sunday, March 23, with a Senior-Brown debate on the topic, "Resolved: That the federal government should provide a system of universal medical care to all citizens at public expense." Honors was awarded the debate team of Philip Caplan and Judah Raskovski. The Junior team, which upheld the proposition, was represented by Charles Bahn and Solomon Pollack.

The tournament, a series of elimination games, will extend through June 6, when it will be conducted by the Debating Society under the chairmanship of Boaz Rockaf factories.

University Heads Denounce
U.S. Renege On Partition

All of feel, with great intensity, the shock of the sudden change in the hearts of our government concerning the partition of Palestine. The President himself, speaking at the head of the school for a statement of their reactions, in order to present the student body with the position of the school authorities. Unfortunately, Dr. Solomon Altman, who has been ill for some time, and Dean Issac did not care to comment. Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of the University, stated that the U.S. was too deeply shocked to issue a statement at this time. His only comment was, "This is a morally bankrupt world. What else could we have expected?"

Dr. Pinko Chungin, dean of the Teachers Institute, commented as follows:

"This decision was not a case of mere expediency or of national im- morality on the part of our govern- ment, which by tradition and profession should champion justice and moral principles in the affairs of nations. It is a case of decep- tion and open falsehood. Only Nazi Germany in the lowest depths of its moral degradation could move us."

With O-D's help we will attain the national freedom in Eretz Yisroel. The President himself, speaking at the head of the school for a statement of their reactions, in order to present the student body with the position of the School authorities. Fortunately, Dr. Solomon Altman, who has been ill for some time, and Dean Issac did not care to comment. Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of the University, stated that the U.S. was too deeply shocked to issue a statement at this time. His only comment was, "This is a morally bankrupt world. What else could we have expected?"

Ben David Arrives At Yeshiva University;
Palfrey Acclaimed As Pillar Of Learning

The very air within the four cubits of St. Isaac's was thick with a sense of expectancy. Rum- mings preceding his visit to our country were heard on all sides and Stern's bean soup had nothing to do with them. The room was reverently enveloped in exceptional, Finally, Dr. Tag arrived.

I was the first to reach the knob (and apples) in the office of the public- ity director at the time. I noticed the knob was black like a little shugit and upset. Dr. Stone- dry: "Oh! I found this in the office before I heard of you. $10 a plate dinner look crept into his eyes.) Ah-those were the times when the students and secretaries were women.

Ben David Arrives

Before I had a chance to salut- e my predecessor, the door opened. In gal- loped a young, benign Yeshiva, Ben David, Palfrey. The newcomer was clothed from head to toe in a flowing robe with forelocks to match.

His straight-sided calling card read: "THE NEW, IMPROVING MESSIAH BEN DAVID, and in smaller letters—"REMEMBER THE MESSIAH DOES EVERYTHING." Dr. Stonehah: "Ben David, Ben David, what do you want?"

Dr. Stonehah: "What? do you want an honorary degree?"

Dr. Stonehah: "How long have you been going to the Yeshiva?"

Ben David, Palfrey: "I've been here since the beginning, about 10 years now."

Dr. Stonehah: "And you know what? (At this point he had brightened considerably.) I have a surprise for you. I am going to promote you to the rank of Messiah!"

Dr. Stonehah: "(pointing to Doctor Long Face) What do you call your mouth?"

Palfrey: "Why—on—not being my life."

Dr. Stonehah: But my dear Ben Torah, even the most mild man at heart is called something. (Takes another puff of marijuana—Blunt (Continued on Page 4)
Immediate Mobilization of Jewish Youths Necessary

By Sholom Levin

It is clear by now what the attitude of the United States toward the Jewish problem is. The United States, a country which has been in existence for less than 200 years, has become a powerful nation, a world power, and a world leader. The United States has been a leader in the fight against fascism and anti-Semitism.

The U.S. government has made it clear that it will support the Jews in their struggle against the Arab states. The United States has provided economic aid to Israel and has supported Israel in its fight against the Arab states.

We must realize that our government is doing everything possible to support the Jews in their struggle against the Arab states. The United States is a powerful nation and it is using all its resources to support the Jews.

We must not allow the Jews to be undermanned in their struggle against the Arab states. The United States must provide the Jews with all the resources they need to win their struggle.

It is important that we all support the Jews in their struggle against the Arab states. We must all do our part to support the Jews and to help them win their struggle.

Your Opinion Requested

For the first time in this year, the "Maybe I'm Wrong" column has been utilized by a non-member of the Commen- tator staff. The author of this piece also holds the distinction of being the only person who has written a "Letter To The Editor" column. This is a first for the Commen- tator staff.

This apathy on the part of the student body is disgrace- ful. Any pupil who has definite convictions as to the management of school affairs is not only fulfilling his duty as a student, but may also be harming his fellow-schoolmates by depriving them of the benefits of his views.

Both the "Maybe I'm Wrong" and "Letters To The Editor" columns are open to any student or teacher connected with the college. Although we may disagree violently with your ideas, we can at least give you the opportunity to express yourself. Take an active part in the running of your school by voicing your opinion on current issues via the facilities expressly created for this purpose.

Overdue Books

The college library staff, in order to complete its inven- tory and find out just which books are overdue, have been going around collecting the books that were borrowed by students and faculty members and never returned.

The task of asking these people to return the volumes is a very embarrassing one both to the staff and to those approached. The college library is a social center, and year-round-from the ticklish situation, please return all outstanding books during the coming week.

Most of the overdue volumes are standard reference works which are largely used by the students and faculty. New books are available to all students and faculty members, while depriving others of the use of these works. We hope that in the future all books will be returned on time and such notices as this will be uncalled for.